CCT Meeting #54 - 7 September 2017 @ 13:00 UTC

Attendees:

Team: Laureen Kapin, Waudo Siganga, Drew Bagley, Jamie Hedlund, Gaongalelwe Mosweu, Jordyn Buchanan, Jonathan Zuck, Dejan Djukić

ICANN Org: Jean-Baptiste Deroulez, Pamela Smith, Alice Jansen, Eleeza Agopian, Karen Mulberry, Antonietta Mangiacotti, Brenda Brewer

Apologies: Megan Richards, Kaili Kan, Calvin Browne

Agenda:

- Welcome, roll call, Sol
- DNS Abuse Study paper: Drew
- Data Driven Analysis, rec 1: Jonathan
- Parking paper: Jordyn, Jonathan
- Discussion and Report updates following .NET increased prices: Jonathan
- Workplan: CCT Leadership
- A.O.B.

Documents:

- DNS Abuse Chapter Draft 2017-09-06
- Rec 1v3
- p46v3-clean
- PARKING DRAFT jvzV3
- Work Plan v2.2

Recordings:

- Adobe Connect
- mp3

Chat Transcript: EN

Transcript: EN

Decisions Reached:

- Rec 1: New text submitted is approved, and can be reported in the final report.

Action Items:

- All to submit comments/input on Drew’s recommendations via email, by the end of this week.
- Price cap increases section update: Jonathan to incorporate Waudo’s edits. Jonathan to circulate it for final comments, if no comments are received within a week it will be considered final.
- Parking Paper:
  1. ICANN org (Eleeza) to check parking rates in Chinese TLDs against the numbers in the parking paper table.
  2. Drew to send text on malware definition for parking paper.
  3. Jonathan to update title to incorporate “parking” item
  4. Jonathan to circulate updated version